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The art of Yang Fudong (born 1971) reflects the ideals and anxieties of a generation born after Chinas
Cultural Revolution, struggling to find their place amid the country's rapid transformation. His dreamlike

films and film-installations feature long, suspended shots and multiple storylines. Yang calls his protagonists
"intellectuals," evoking ancient China's literati-artists and intellectuals who avoided participation in worldly

affairs. In other works Yang focuses on the sense of isolation and loss increasingly present in China's
contemporary society as communities are scattered, traditional rural villages dissolved, and the fight for

survival takes precedence. In his most recent multi-channel film-installations, Yang shifts his attention toward
a reflection on the process of filmmaking.

This exhibition. Yang Fudong born 1971 Beijing graduated from the Oil Painting Department of China
Academy of Art Hangzhou. 190 x 208 x 8cm. In recent years his works endeavour to practice and challenge

multiboundaries and limits of creation including the definition of film itself the critical point between
viewing and the viewed relationships between medium and narrative etc.

Fudong

Exquisitely framed and filmed in bw 35 mm Yangs work has an anachronistic feel combining the lyricism of
Chinese scroll painting with the loose expressiveness of nouvelle vague all mixed with the stark tableau of
Jim Jarmusch whom Yang cites as something. His films and photographic work often rooted in traditional

Chinese painting examine tensions between urban and rural history and the present worldliness and
intellectualism. He is considered one of Chinas most important contempmorary artists. Hong Kong 2016. One
of his earliest works out of school was a photographic triptych titled The First Intellectual which depicts an
injured man in a business suit holding a brick. No Snow on the Broken Bridge at Sherman Contemporary Art
Foundation SCAF was an austere thoughtful look at a pair of works by the celebrated 40yearold Chinese

artist. 1971 has created some of the most staggeringly beautiful works of independent cinema to come out of
China. His work brings together r.
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